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BETTER FUTURES FOR ALL!
https://events.humanitix.com/2022-better-futures-forum
The very best of times are when we are with people who dream big; who want to get good things
done and who are also delightful company!
Such a time was the “Better Futures Forum” in Canberra, September 7-8.
https://twitter.com/hashtag/2022betterfuturesforum?src=hash

As I said in my closing meditation, when we are with people of a loving intelligence, it can seem an
icon of the human family’s real potential.
As one participant exclaimed spontaneously, “being part of this community is such a joy!”
Let me offer three reflections ,fresh from this gathering of leaders from every relevant sector who
are doing all they can to prevent catastrophic climate change …while there is still a little time and
in this “Season of Creation’.
https://seasonofcreation.org/
https://seasonofcreation.org/organizer/focolare-movement-oceania/
First, it is an immense relief that we now have a Federal Government capable and willing to bring
the necessary integration to work that has and is taking place in State and Territory Governments
as well as in our Business, University and broader NGO sectors.
The historic legislation to establish a more beneficial target was passed by our Federal Parliament
the day after our Forum concluded. The Minister attended the Forum and spoke realistically of the
43%reduction in greenhouse emissions by 2030 as being a floor more than a ceiling.
https://www.smh.com.au/politics/federal/labor-creates-history-with-australia-s-first-legislatedclimate-target-20220908-p5bgih.html
Our task is to keep lifting the ambition . Hence the current advocacy of the Australian Religious
Response to Climate Change.
https://www.arrcc.org.au/f4cj2022
More signatories are being sought from faith leaders, asap.
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Secondly, as wonderful Indigenous leader Revd Dr Ray Minniecon and I said to each other, it is
just fantastic to sit and listen to the quality of the work many gifted and committed people are
doing.
There is much cause for gratitude.
Some cameos?
In the health area on which I focused for Workshops, there is the new fully electric renewable
hospital being built in Melton; there are ‘Sustainable Champions ‘working in hospitals to eliminate
waste, including of plastics; there is the model of Purple House which provides dialysis units to 20
sites in the Western Desert and will reach its goal of a carbon-neutral service this year and not
2025, as previously planned.
Because climate change is now seen more and more as a Health Emergency, this shifts the way
people are planning. The evidence is vivid to justify such a planning shift. For example, in rural
areas ,more frequent and intense storms make it difficult to deliver the best care which is through
home-based services. Again ,there are many experiences of how climate change impacts mental
health. Like for the little boy made anxious by his parents absence, when they were out fighting a
bushfire. Just as he was recovering, the whole area then faced new trauma from rain storms and
huge floods.
Then too, there is the well documented impact on health professionals of climate disasters on top
of the response required during the pandemic.
In another area, an innovative company Director spoke of how ,as his company started up, he had
to employ the skills of ‘Climate Deniers’. Once they were given more accurate scientific data and
involved in the research and commercialising of new renewable products, their attitude changed
and they found real personal meaning in this work ,which directly benefits our planetary life.
The promise for Australia is that a renewable economy will create meaningful work and give
income security to many more people.
It is a potentially wonderful future. Australia can produce enough renewable energy to also help
those in our Asia Pacific region while ensuring all our citizens have the dignity of meaningful work,
secure housing fitted to our climate and an environment without lethal air pollution in which
everyone, including our koalas and coral reefs, are healthy!
Those driving these changes towards such a beautiful, ’better future’ include people in so many
different sectors: those improving the Building code; those applying the financial power of super
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funds; leaders in the Union movement; University academics; former diplomats; First Nations
leaders; farmers; artists; strategic planners, risk managers, administrators and many others...
It is hard to overstate how wonderful it was to see all these gifted Australians sharing with such
goodwill and high intention.
One might say, after recent years, it is something of an answer to prayer.
Thirdly, all this being true and encouraging, it is nonetheless also the case that we are already
seeing the consequences of a rise in global temperatures and know that ,based on current
emissions , we will be past the 1.5 degrees target of the Paris Agreement in a matter of years.
We are not slowing the pace of global warming fast enough. The tipping point already looks well
past for those people suffering from sea rises and from ferocious storms in the Pacific as well as
those suffering from the tragic effects of recent floods in Pakistan.
Moreover, poignantly, we are also seeing the need to better integrate peacemaking and climate
change advocacy.
Obviously, the tensions between major powers are now terribly dangerous. The multilateral
cooperation needed to prevent catastrophic climate change is being undermined by the toxicity of
relationships between major powers; by the absence of trusted and capable reconciling mediators;
by the suffering caused by the war in Ukraine, by multiple other wars and by an arms race that is
happening everywhere.
It is all so delusional. There is no security in this. None.
Militarism adds to emissions. Wars destroy human and natural environments. People suffer ‘loss
and damage’, through war as well as climate change. Climate and war anxieties both rob God’s
little people of childhood's enchantment.
The November UNCOP27 in Egypt must ensure the outcomes of the Glasgow Climate Pact are
fully realised. That is, if the goals of the Paris Agreement are to stay within reach. COP27 must
also ensure, as a matter of climate justice, that the funding promised to poorer countries for their
greater resilience is forthcoming.
Those closer to the COP27 preparations who addressed our Conference are predicting a difficult
COP, given current events .
At exactly the wrong time, the Paris Agreement of the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change, {UNFCCC}, the one agreed process we have to negotiate a safer climate future,
is threatened by wars and by rumours of wars…by leadership that causes so much more suffering.
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That is why ,as one example, our Prayers, Meditations and Advocacy towards UNCOP27are now
intentionally joined with Peace Meditations ahead of UN International Peace Day, September 21;
plus the October 24 UN Day and parallel Week of Prayer for World Peace.

https://www.reonline.org.uk/festival_event/inter-faith-week-of-prayer-for-world-peace/
https://interfaithliaisoncommittee.carrd.co/
https://zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_vLenoXLsQ0mpOYLS3JpaEQ
In summary, the “Better Futures Forum” showed how close a truly wonderful world is for everyone.
But the global context for this Australian gathering urges us to persist with our peacemaking with
all our loving intelligence.
Remembering, as Gandhi once said,” the problems may seem huge. What we can do can seem
insignificant. Nevertheless, it is ESSENTIAL that we do it!”
Bishop Philip Huggins, Australian Centre for Christianity and Culture.
Friday 9 September.
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